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WHAT IT IS 

A Caribbean vacation was exactly what Sapphire and Cricket needed after the shoot out captured 

the killer of their parents. With the trial over and the man locked away, it was time to put the whole 

experience behind them. 

Nevis possessed the tranquil lifestyle and laid back vibe they were looking for, so with suitcases 

packed and flights booked, Sapphire and Cricket soon found themselves walking along Pinney’s 

road, watching the soft waves push against the sandy shoreline. Bathed in the warm sun and sweet 

ocean breeze caused both to reflect on recent events and perhaps it was this susceptibility  that led 

the pair off the main road into a tiny cluster of brightly colored houses where children ran around 

at break-neck speed and adults lingered on the street side porches. One house in particular caught 

Sapphire’s eye with its deep marine blue wood shingles and brilliant yellow trim and its hand 

written sign in the front window….FORTUNES READ! 

Aquena greeted the couple warmly, but instinctively knew it was Sapphire who believed in her 

gifts. Sapphire was ushered into a darkened back room and shown nine decks of cards, of which 



three had to be chosen. Three cards, one from each deck, must be selected and given to Aquena 

face down. She then left the room leaving Sapphire to complete her instructions. 

It seemed like forever, but Aquena returned and held her hands over the three cards, explaining 

two cards were journey cards and the third and most important, was the destiny card. She turned 

them over slowly and with great purpose. The first a desolate, dry image; perhaps a desert. The 

second a bridge and the final card was an image of a pale, sickly man holding a child’s teddy bear 

in his arms, the teddy bear looking exactly like Ellie. The loud buzzing sound of a housefly and 

Aquena’s forceful voice urging Sapphire to heed the cards, caused her to stir from a thoughtful 

state and she walked slowly toward the front of the house where Cricket was waiting. 

WHAT IT IS NOT 

Adnan sank deep into the leather chair and although a tall man, it made him feel much smaller than 

he actually was. A businessman’s tactical advantage, he thought, as he waited for Slim to arrive, 

another tactical advantage…make them wait. The office was clean, quiet and professional, except 

for a small teddy bear perched on top of a file cabinet. Adnan believed it to be out of place with 

the rest of the office, but assumed it held a place of significance to Slim. 

Inventorying the room for other oddities, Adnan noticed a housefly crawling around a window 

ledge and it immediately took him back to his boyhood in India. Before the visitors transformed 

into a human form, they looked eerily similar to this insect, large bulging eyes but with more hair 

and no wings… a look that took some getting use to. Most of them died off within weeks of their 

arrival, but Miles Hobbson did not, and he was the reason Adnan now sat in Slim’s office. 

Hobbson was a Cringhig, a kind of maintenance man, aboard the ship from Mizar. Soon after the 

ship landed, the Mizarian who was selected to remain on earth was struck and killed by lightning 

and it was decided that a maintenance man could be spared for the return trip, thus Hobbson was 

left behind. He was given the J-Drive, a set of instructions and sent on his way. Unfortunately, the 

instructions were incinerated in his adoptive parent’s house fire on Nevis, and he was left with a 

device he knew almost nothing about. Adnan now waited for Slim with the intent of negotiating a 

fair price for the J-Drive. 

  

 


